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This chapter’s co- author, Dr. William C. Dement, passed away 
shortly after he finished editing this chapter in 2020. His death 
was noted by the international community in many tributes 
(https://science.sciencemag.org/content/369/6503/512.full). 
His contributions described in this chapter and throughout 
many parts of this textbook touched all of our lives. Those of 
us fortunate to have met him will likely remember most the 
humility, grace, and sense of humor he shared with all.

SLEEP AS A PASSIVE STATE
Sleep is the intermediate state between wakefulness and 
death; wakefulness being regarded as the active state of all the 

animal and intellectual functions, and death as that of their 
total suspension.1

The foregoing is the first sentence of The Philosophy of Sleep, 
a book written by the Scottish physician Robert MacNish 
in 1830. This sentence exemplifies the overarching historical 
conceptual dichotomy of sleep research and sleep medicine, 
which is sleep as a passive process versus sleep as an active 
process. Until the discovery of rapid eye movements, sleep was 
universally regarded as an inactive state of the brain. Most 
experts regarded sleep as the inevitable result of reduced sen-
sory input, with the consequent diminishment of brain activ-
ity. Waking up and being awake were considered a reversal of 
this process, mainly as a result of bombardment of the brain 
by external stimuli. No real distinction was seen between sleep 
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	• 	Interest in sleep and dreams has existed since
the dawn of humanity. Some of history’s greatest
figures have attempted to explain the physiologic
and psychological bases of sleep and dreaming.

	• 	The modern scientific study of sleep began
with the discovery of the electrical activity in
the brain. Further progress was marked by the
discovery of and distinction between rapid eye
movement (REM) and non–REM (NREM) sleep.
Identifying sleep pathology eventually led to the
creation of sleep clinics.

	• 	Sleep medicine as a medical specialty has existed
for just over 50 years. The evolution of the field
required clinical research, development of

clinical services, training programs, and changes 
in the insurance industry and public policy that 
recognized the impact of sleep disorders on 
society. Perhaps the greatest existential crisis 
the field has faced is the 2020 COVID- 19 viral 
pandemic.

	• 	The field is still evolving. Sleep impacts almost
all aspects of physiology and medicine—
new disorders are being discovered, and
new treatments are being delivered. As
sleep medicine faces new challenges, an
understanding of its history can provide
researchers with important insights for shaping
the future of this discipline.

†Deceased.
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and other states of quiescence such as coma, stupor, intoxica-
tion, hypnosis, anesthesia, and hibernation.

The passive- versus- active historical dichotomy also is given 
great weight by the contemporary investigator J. Allan Hob-
son.2 As he noted in his book Sleep, published in 1989, “more 
has been learned about sleep in the past 60 years than in the 
preceding 6,000.” He continued, “In this short period of time, 
researchers have discovered that sleep is a dynamic behavior. 
Not simply the absence of waking, sleep is a special activity of 
the brain, controlled by elaborate and precise mechanisms.”2

Dreams and dreaming were regarded as transient, fleeting 
interruptions of this quiescent sleep state. Because dreams 
seem to occur spontaneously and sometimes in response to 
environmental stimulation (e.g., the well- known alarm clock 
dreams), the notion of a stimulus that produces the dream 
was generalized by postulating internal stimulation from the 
digestive tract or some other internal source. Some anthro-
pologists have suggested that notions of spirituality and the 
soul arose from primitive peoples’ need to explain how their 
essence could leave the body temporarily at night in a dream 
and permanently at death.3,4 There should be no doubt that 
dreams influenced the beliefs of primitive cultures.

Sleep- promoting and sleep- inhibiting substances were part 
of ancient pharmacopeias. It had been observed in antiquity that 
alcohol would induce a sleep-like state. More than 5000 years ago 
the opium poppy was cultivated in Mesopotamia. Hippocrates in 
the fourth century bce acknowledged its usefulness as a narcotic. 
Somewhat later, in Ethiopia, coffee consumption was thought to 
have begun when its power to prevent sleep was recognized. It 
was cultivated in the Arabian Peninsula in the 15th century, from 
whence it spread to Europe and later the Americas.

In addition to the reduction of stimulation, other theo-
ries were espoused to account for the onset of sleep. Vascular 
theories were proposed from the notion that the blood left 
the brain to accumulate in the digestive tract and from the 
opposite idea that sleep was due to pressure on the brain by 
blood. Around the end of the 19th century, there were various 
versions of a “hypnotoxin” hypothesis in which fatigue prod-
ucts accumulated during the day, finally causing sleep, during 
which they were gradually eliminated. This was an early mir-
ror of current concepts on the role of adenosine accumulation 
leading to sleepiness. In 1907 Legendre and Pieron showed 
that blood serum from sleep- deprived dogs could induce sleep 
in other dogs that were not sleep deprived.5 The notion of a 
toxin causing the brain to sleep has gradually given way to 
the recognition that a number of endogenous “sleep factors” 
actively induce sleep by specific mechanisms. The search for 
endogenous sleep- promoting factors goes on today.

In the 1920s the University of Chicago physiologist 
Nathaniel Kleitman carried out a series of sleep deprivation 
studies and made the brilliant observation that people who 
stayed up all night generally were less sleepy and impaired 
the next morning than in the middle of their sleepless night. 
Kleitman argued that this observation was incompatible with 
the notion of a continual buildup of a hypnotoxin in the brain 
or blood. In the 1939 (first) edition of his comprehensive 
landmark monograph, Sleep and Wakefulness, Kleitman sum-
marized his thinking as follows:

It is perhaps not sleep that needs to be explained, but wakeful-
ness, and indeed, there may be different kinds of wakefulness at 
different stages of phylogenetic and ontogenetic development. 

In spite of sleep being frequently designated as an instinct, or 
global reaction, an actively initiated process, by excitation or 
inhibition of cortical or subcortical structures, there is not a 
single fact about sleep that cannot be equally well interpreted 
as a let down of the waking activity.6

This statement succinctly provides insight into the histori-
cal adoption of the yin- yang symbol, ☯, as a symbol of sleep 
medicine. The yin- yang symbol was part of the official logo 
of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine until it was 
changed in 2017. 

THE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE BRAIN
In 1875 the Scottish physiologist Richard Caton described 
the electrical rhythms in the brains of rabbits, cats, and mon-
keys. The centennial of his achievement was commemorated 
at the 15th annual meeting of the Association for the Psy-
chophysiological Study of Sleep, convening at the site of the 
discovery, Edinburgh.

Early in the 20th century, Camillo Golgi and Santiago 
Ramón y Cajal demonstrated that the nervous system was not 
a mass of fused cells sharing a common cytoplasm but rather a 
highly intricate network of discrete cells that were able to sig-
nal one another. Luigi Galvani discovered that the nerve cells 
of animals produce electricity, and Emil duBois- Reymond 
and Hermann von Helmholtz found that nerve cells use their 
electrical capabilities for signaling information to one another.

It was not until 1928, however, that the German psychiatrist 
Hans Berger recorded electrical activity of the human brain and 
clearly demonstrated differences in these rhythms when sub-
jects were awake versus asleep.7 For the first time, the presence 
of sleep could be conclusively established without disturbing 
the sleeper, and more important, sleep could be continuously 
and quantitatively measured without disturbing the sleeper.

All of the classic major elements of sleep brain wave patterns 
were described by Loomis, Harvey, Hobart, Davis, and others 
at Harvard University in a series of influential papers published 
in 1937, 1938, and 1939.8- 10 Alfred Lee Loomis is a histori-
cally interesting figure who also played a pivotal role in World 
War II. He developed amplifier systems to record sleep, and for 
reasons that are seemingly lost to history, he coined the term 
K- complex.11 Blake, Gerard, and Kleitman added to this work 
from their studies at the University of Chicago. On the human 
electroencephalogram (EEG), sleep was characterized by high-
amplitude slow waves and spindles, whereas wakefulness was 
characterized by low- amplitude waves and alpha rhythm.12,13 
The image of the sleeping brain completely “turned off ” gave 
way to the image of the sleeping brain engaged in slow, synchro-
nized, “idling” neuronal activity. Although their significance was 
not widely recognized at the time, these findings constituted 
some of the most critical developments in sleep research.

Also in the 1930s, a series of investigations by Frederick 
Bremer seemed to establish conclusively both the passive 
theory of sleep and the notion that it occurred in response to 
reduction of stimulation and activity.14,15 Bremer studied brain 
wave patterns in two cat preparations. One, which Bremer 
called “encéphale isolé,” was made by cutting a section through 
the lower part of the medulla. The other, “cerveau isolé,” was 
made by cutting the midbrain just behind the origin of the 
oculomotor nerves. The first preparation permitted the study 
of cortical electrical rhythms under the influence of olfactory, 
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visual, auditory, vestibular, and musculocutaneous impulses; in 
the second preparation, the field was narrowed almost entirely 
to the influence of olfactory and visual impulses. In the first 
preparation, the brain continued to show manifestations of 
wakeful activity alternating with phases of sleep, as indicated 
by the EEG. In the second preparation, however, the EEG 
pattern assumed a definite deep sleep character and remained 
in this condition. Bremer concluded that a functional (revers-
ible, of course) deafferentation of the cerebral cortex occurs in 
sleep. The cerveau isolé preparation results in a suppression of 
the incessant influx of nerve impulses, particularly cutaneous 
and proprioceptive, which are essential for the maintenance of 
the waking state of the telencephalon. Apparently, olfactory 
and visual impulses are insufficient to keep the cortex awake. 
It probably is misleading to assert that physiologists assumed 
the brain was completely turned off, whatever this meta-
phor might have meant, because blood flow and, presumably, 
metabolism continued. However, Bremer and others certainly 
favored the concept of sleep as a reduction of activity—idling, 
slow, synchronized, “resting” neuronal activity. 

THE RETICULAR ACTIVATING SYSTEM
In 1949 one of the most important and influential studies 
dealing with sleep and wakefulness was published: Moruzzi 
and Magoun’s classic paper Brain Stem Reticular Formation 
and Activation of the EEG.16 These authors concluded that 
transitions from sleep to wakefulness or from the less extreme 
states of relaxation and drowsiness to alertness and attention 
are all characterized by an apparent breaking up of the syn-
chronization of discharge of the elements of the cerebral cor-
tex, an alteration marked in the EEG by the replacement of 
high voltage, slow waves with low- voltage fast activity.16

High- frequency electrical stimulation with electrodes 
implanted in the brainstem reticular formation produced 
EEG activation and behavioral arousal. These findings seemed 
to indicate that EEG activation, wakefulness, and conscious-
ness were at one end of a continuum, and EEG synchroniza-
tion, sleep, and lack of consciousness were at the other end.

The demonstration by Starzl and colleagues that sensory 
collaterals discharge into the reticular formation suggested 
that a mechanism was present by which sensory stimulation 
could be transduced into prolonged activation of the brain and 
sustained wakefulness.17 Research with chronic lesions in the 
brainstem reticular formation produced persisting slow waves 
in the EEG and immobility. The usual animal for this research 
was the cat, because excellent stereotaxic coordinates of brain 
structures had become available in this model.18 The theory of 
the reticular activating system was an anatomically based pas-
sive theory of sleep or an active theory of wakefulness. Figure 
1.1 is from the proceedings of a symposium, Brain Mechanisms 
and Consciousness, which was published in 1954 and probably 
(other than, arguably, Freud’s works) was the first genuine 
neuroscience bestseller.19 

EARLY OBSERVATIONS OF SLEEP PATHOLOGY
Insomnia has been described since the dawn of recorded his-
tory and attributed to many causes, including a recognition 
of the association between emotional disturbance and sleep 
disturbance. Important early observations were those of von 
Economo on “sleeping sickness” and of Pavlov, who observed 

dogs falling asleep during conditioned reflex experiments.3 
Two early observations about sleep research and sleep medi-
cine stand out. The first is the description in 1880 of narcolepsy 
by Jean Baptiste Edouard Gélineau, who derived the term 
from the Greek words narkosis (“a benumbing”) and lepsis (“to 
overtake”). In France narcolepsy is still referred to as maladie 
de Gélineau. Gélineau was the first to clearly describe the col-
lection of components that constitute the syndrome, although 
the term cataplexy for the emotionally induced muscle weak-
ness was subsequently coined in 1916 by Richard Henneberg.

Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSA), which is cer-
tainly the leading sleep disorder of the 20th century, was 
famously described in 1836, not by a clinician but by the nov-
elist Charles Dickens. In the Posthumous Papers of the Pick-
wick Club, Dickens described Joe, a boy who was obese, a loud 
snorter, and always sleepy. The novel includes this line: “Come 
wake up young dropsy!” (Dropsy is an old medical term for 
swelling of soft tissue, so perhaps Dickens is describing right- 
sided heart failure.) Notably, Joe is praised for his ability to 
fall asleep instantaneously after drinking alcohol! In addition, 
Meir Kryger and Peretz Lavie published scholarly accounts 
of many early references to snoring and conditions that were 
most certainly manifestations of OSA.20- 22 Professor Pierre 
Passouant provided an account of the life of Gélineau and his 
landmark description of the narcolepsy syndrome.23 

SIGMUND FREUD AND THE INTERPRETATION 
OF DREAMS
The most widespread interest in sleep was engendered by 
the theories of Sigmund Freud, specifically about dreams.24 
The Interpretation of Dreams was first published in German 
in 1895 and translated into English in 1913, with several 
subsequent revisions.24 Freud wrote about sleep many years 
before the description of the EEG in humans. Of course, 
the real interest was in dreaming, with sleep as a necessary 
concomitant. Freud developed psychoanalysis, the technique 
of dream interpretation, as part of his therapeutic approach 
to emotional and mental problems. As the concept of the 

Figure 1.1 Lateral view of the monkey’s brain, showing the ascending reticu-
lar activating system in the brainstem receiving collaterals from direct afferent 
paths and projecting primarily to the associational areas of the hemisphere. 
(Redrawn from Magoun HW: The ascending reticular system and wakefulness. 
In: Adrian ED, Bremer F, Jasper HH, eds. Brain mechanisms and consciousness. A 
symposium organized by the Council for International Organizations of Medical 
Sciences, 1954. Courtesy Charles C Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, Illinois.)
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ascending reticular activating system dominated behavioral 
neurophysiology, so the psychoanalytic theories about dreams 
dominated the psychological side of the coin. Dreams were 
thought to be the guardians of sleep and to occur in response 
to a disturbance, to obviate waking up. Freud’s concept that 
dreaming discharged instinctual energy led directly to the 
notion of dreaming as a safety valve of the mind. At the time 
of the discovery of rapid eye movements during sleep (circa 
1952), academic psychiatry was dominated by psychoana-
lysts, and medical students all over the United States were 
interpreting one another’s dreams. Dr. William Dement was 
no exception. 

CHRONOBIOLOGY
Most, but at first not all, sleep specialists share the opin-
ion that what has been called chronobiology, or the study 
of biologic rhythms, is a legitimate part of sleep research 
and sleep medicine. This makes the 2017 awarding of the 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine to Drs. Jeffery Hall, 
Michael Rosbash, and Michael Young for “their discover-
ies of the molecular mechanism controlling the circadian 
rhythm” a key historical landmark for the sleep field. The 
24- hour rhythms in the activities of plants and animals
have been recognized for centuries. In 1729 Jean Jacques
d’Ortous de Mairan described an experiment in which a
heliotrope plant opened its leaves during the day even after
it had been moved so that sunlight could not reach it. The
plant opened its leaves during the day and folded them for
the entire night, even though the environment was con-
stant. This was the first demonstration of the persistence
of circadian rhythms in the absence of environmental time
cues. Figure 1.2, which represents de Mairan’s original
experiment, is reproduced from The Clocks That Time Us, by
Moore- Ede and colleagues.25

THE DISCOVERY OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENT 
SLEEP
Nathaniel Kleitman (Figure 1.3; Video 1.1), a professor of 
physiology at the University of Chicago, had long been inter-
ested in cycles of activity and inactivity in infants and in the 
possibility that this cycle ensured that the infant would have 
an opportunity to respond to hunger. He postulated that eye 
motility was a possible measure of “depth” of sleep.26 In 1951 
he assigned the task of observing eye movement to a graduate 
student named Eugene Aserinsky. Watching the closed eyes 
of sleeping infants was tedious, and Aserinsky soon found that 
it was easier to designate successive 5- minute epochs as “peri-
ods of motility” if he observed any movement at all, usually 
a writhing or twitching of the eyelids, versus “periods of no 
motility.” Among the infants studied was his own child. In 
1952 William C. Dement, at the time a second- year medical 
student at the University of Chicago, joined the research effort. 
The first task he was assigned was looking at the closed eyes of 
the research subjects, using a flashlight in the dark when elec-
trical potentials were detected in the recording instruments in 
the adjacent room.

After describing an apparent rhythm in eye motility, Kleit-
man and Aserinsky decided to look for a similar phenomenon 
in adults. Again, watching the eyes during the day was tedious, 

Figure 1.2 Representation of de Mairan’s original experiment. When ex-
posed to sunlight during the day (upper left), the leaves of the plant were open; 
during the night (upper right), the leaves were folded. De Mairan showed that 
sunlight was not necessary for these leaf movements by placing the plant in 
total darkness. Even under these constant conditions, the leaves opened dur-
ing the day (lower left) and folded during the night (lower right). (Redrawn from 
Moore- Ede MC, Sulzman FM, Fuller CA. The clocks that time us: physiology of the 
circadian timing system. Harvard University Press; 1982:7.)

Figure 1.3 Nathaniel Kleitman (circa 1938), Professor of Physiology, Univer-
sity of Chicago School of Medicine.
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and at night it was even worse. Casting about, they came upon 
the method of electrooculography and decided (correctly) that 
this would be a good way to measure eye motility continu-
ously and would relieve the researcher of the tedium of direct 
observations. Sometimes in the course of recording electro-
oculograms (EOGs) during sleep, they saw bursts of electri-
cal potential changes that were quite different from the slow 
movements at sleep onset.

When they were observing infants, Aserinsky and Kleit-
man had not differentiated between slow and rapid eye move-
ments. On the EOG, however, the difference between the 
slow eye movements at sleep onset and the newly discovered 
rapid motility was obvious. With their presence on the EOG 
as a signal, however, it was possible to watch the subject’s eyes 
simultaneously, permitting easy detection of the distinct rapid 
movements of the eyes beneath closed lids.

At this point, Aserinsky and Kleitman made two assumptions:
 1.  These eye movements represented a “lightening” of sleep.
 2.  Because the eye movements were associated with irregular

respiration and accelerated heart rate, they might represent
dreaming.
The basic sleep cycle was not yet identified at this time,

primarily because the EOG and other physiologic measures, 
notably the EEG, were not recorded continuously but rather 
were “sampled” during a few minutes of each hour or half- 
hour. The sampling strategy was designed to conserve paper 
(in the absence of research grants!); moreover, no clear reason 
to record continuously had been identified. This schedule also 
made it possible for the researcher to nap between sampling 
the nocturnal episodes.

Aserinsky and Kleitman initiated a small series of awaken-
ings, both when rapid eye movements were present and when 
they were not, for the purpose of eliciting dream recall. These 
workers did not apply sophisticated methods of dream con-
tent analysis, but the descriptions of dream content from the 
two conditions generally were quite different, with awakenings 
during periods of rapid eye movements often yielding vivid 
complex stories, in contrast with awakening periods, when 
rapid eye movements were not present, yielding nothing at all 
or very sparse accounts. This distinction lead to the hypothesis 
that rapid eye movements were associated with dreaming. This 
was, indeed, a breakthrough in sleep research.27,28 Although 
Dement participated in this research as a medical student, he 
was not credited in these early articles. His recollection is that 
he later coined the abbreviations REM (for rapid eye move-
ment) and NREM (for non–rapid eye movement) to sim-
plify the typing of subsequent manuscripts and publications 
(Dement, personal communication, 2014). These terms appear 
for the first time in the literature in a footnote by Dement and 
Kleitman in 1957.29 

ALL- NIGHT SLEEP RECORDINGS AND THE BASIC 
SLEEP CYCLE
The seminal paper by Aserinsky and Kleitman, published in 
1953,27 attracted little attention, and no publications on the 
subject appeared from any other laboratory until 1959.30 
Staying up at night to study sleep remained an undesirable 
occupation by any standards. In the early 1950s most previous 
research on the EEG patterns of sleep, like most approaches 
to sleep physiology generally, had either equated short periods 

of sleep with all sleep or relied on infrequent sampling during 
the night. Obtaining continuous records throughout typical 
nights of sleep seemed highly extravagant—owing in no small 
part to the cost of the blocks of special paper required.

However, motivated by the desire to expand and quantify 
the description of rapid eye movements, Dement and Kleit-
man did just this: they recorded EEGs over a total of 126 
nights with 33 subjects and, by means of a simplified cate-
gorization of EEG patterns, scored the paper recordings in 
their entirety.31 On examining these 126 records, they found a 
predictable sequence of patterns, over the course of the night, 
that had been overlooked in all previous EEG studies of sleep. 
This sequence has now been observed throughout the world 
and is referred to as sleep architecture. This original description 
remains essentially unchanged.

Dement and Kleitman found that this cyclic variation of 
EEG pattern occurred repeatedly throughout the night at 
intervals of 90 to 100 minutes from the end of one eye move-
ment period to the end of the next. The regular occurrences of 
REM periods and dreaming strongly suggested that dreams 
did not occur in response to chance disturbances. At the time 
of these observations, sleep was still considered to be a single 
state. Dement and Kleitman characterized the EEG pattern 
during REM periods as “emergent stage 1,” as opposed to 
“descending stage 1” at the onset of sleep. The percentage of 
the total sleep time occupied by REM sleep was between 20% 
and 25%, and the periods of REM sleep tended to be shorter 
in the early cycles of the night. This pattern of all- night sleep 
has been seen over and over in normal humans of both sexes, 
in widely varying environments and cultures, and across the 
life span. 

RAPID EYE MOVEMENT SLEEP IN ANIMALS
The developing knowledge of the nature of REM sleep was in 
direct opposition to the ascending reticular activating system 
theory and constituted a paradigmatic crisis. The following 
observations in humans and animals were crucial:
	• 	Arousal	 thresholds	 in	 humans	were	much	 higher	 during

periods of REM sleep associated with a low- amplitude,
relatively fast (stage 1) EEG pattern than during similar
“light sleep” periods at the onset of sleep.

	• 	Rapid	eye	movements	during	sleep	were	discovered	in	cats;
the concomitant brain wave patterns (low- amplitude, fast)
were indistinguishable from those in active wakefulness.32

	• 	By	discarding	the	sampling	approach	and	recording	con-
tinuously in humans, a basic 90- minute cycle of sleep with-
out rapid eye movements, alternating with sleep with rapid
eye movements, was discovered.31

	• 	Observations	of	motor	 activity	 in	both	humans	 and	ani-
mals revealed the unique occurrence of an active suppres-
sion of spinal motor activity and muscle reflexes (paralysis).
Thus, it became obvious that human sleep consisted not

of one state but rather of two distinct organismic states, as 
different from one another as both are from wakefulness. It 
had to be conceded that sleep could no longer be thought of 
as a time of brain inactivity and EEG slowing. By 1960 this 
fundamental change in thinking about the nature of sleep was 
well established.

It is very difficult now, in the 21st century, to understand 
and appreciate the exceedingly controversial nature of these 
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findings. The following personal account from Dement33 illus-
trates both the power and the danger of scientific dogma:

I wrote them [the findings] up, but the paper was nearly impos-
sible to publish because it was completely contradictory to the 
totally dominant neurophysiological theory of the time. The 
assertion by me that an activated EEG could be associated with 
unambiguous sleep was considered to be absurd. As it turned 
out, previous investigators had observed an activated EEG dur-
ing sleep in cats28,29 but simply could not believe it and ascribed 
it to arousing influences during sleep. A colleague who was 
assisting me was sufficiently skeptical that he preferred I publish 
the paper as sole author. After four or five rejections, to my ever-
lasting gratitude, Editor- in- Chief Herbert Jasper accepted the 
paper without revision for publication in Electroencephalography 
and Clinical Neurophysiology [italics added].33

Of note, however, many early researchers (Dement 
included) did not recognize the significance of the absence of 
muscle potentials during the REM periods in cats. It remained 
for Michel Jouvet, working in Lyon, France, to insist on the 
importance of electromyographic suppression in his early 
papers, the first of which was published in 1959.30,34 Hodes 
and Dement began to study the “H- reflex” in humans in 1960, 
finding complete suppression of reflexes during REM sleep, 
and Octavio Pompeiano and others in Pisa, Italy, worked out 
the basic mechanisms of REM atonia in the cat.35,36 

DUALITY OF SLEEP
Even though the basic REM/NREM sleep cycle was well 
established, the realization that REM sleep was qualitatively 
different from that in the remainder of the sleep cycle took 
years to evolve. Jouvet and colleagues performed an elegant 
series of investigations on the brainstem mechanisms of sleep 
that forced the inescapable conclusion that sleep consists of 
two fundamentally different states.37 Among their many early 
contributions were clarification of the role of pontine brain-
stem systems as the primary anatomic site for REM sleep 
mechanisms and the clear demonstration that electromyo-
graphic activity and muscle tonus are completely suppressed 
during REM periods and only during REM periods. These 
investigations began in 1958 and were carried out during 1959 
and 1960.

It is now well established that atonia is a fundamental 
characteristic of REM sleep and is mediated by an active and 
highly specialized neuronal system. The pioneering micro-
electrode studies of Edward Evarts in cats and monkeys and 
observations on cerebral blood flow in the cat by Reivich and 
Kety provided convincing evidence that, during REM sleep, 
the brain is very active.38,39 Certain areas of the brain appear 
to be more active in REM sleep than in wakefulness. By 1960 
it was possible to define REM sleep as a completely separate 
organismic state characterized by cerebral activation, active 
motor inhibition, and, of course, an association with dream-
ing. The fundamental duality of REM versus NREM sleep 
was an established fact. 

PRECURSORS OF SLEEP MEDICINE
Sleep research, which emphasized all- night sleep recordings, 
burgeoned in the 1960s and was the legitimate precursor of 
sleep medicine and particularly of its core clinical test, poly-
somnography. Much of the research at that time emphasized 

studies of dreaming and REM sleep and had its roots in a 
psychoanalytic approach to mental illness, which strongly 
implicated dreaming in the psychotic process. After sufficient 
numbers of all- night sleep recordings had been carried out 
in humans to demonstrate a highly characteristic “normal” 
sleep architecture, investigators noted a significantly short-
ened REM latency in association with endogenous depres-
sion.40 This phenomenon has been intensively investigated 
ever since. Other important precursors of sleep medicine were 
the following:
 1.  Discovery of sleep- onset REM periods (SOREMPs) in

patients with narcolepsy
 2.  Interest in sleep, epilepsy, and abnormal movement—

primarily in France
 3.  Introduction of benzodiazepines and the use of sleep labo-

ratory studies in defining hypnotic drug efficacy

SLEEP- ONSET REM PERIODS AND CATAPLEXY
In 1959 a patient with narcolepsy came to the Mount Sinai 
Hospital in New York City to see Drs. Charles Fisher and 
Bill Dement. At Fisher’s suggestion, a nocturnal sleep 
recording was begun. Within seconds after he fell asleep, 
the patient showed the dramatic and characteristic rapid 
eye movements and sawtooth waves of REM sleep. The 
first paper documenting SOREMPs in a specific patient 
was published in 1960 by Gerald Vogel in Chicago.41 In 
a collaborative study between the University of Chicago 
and the Mount Sinai Hospital, data on nine narcoleptic 
patients with SOREMPs at night were reported in 1963.42 
Subsequent research showed that sleepy patients who did 
not have cataplexy did not have SOREMPs, and those with 
cataplexy always had SOREMPs.43 For the first time, a 
clinical role for the polysomnogram as a potential diagnos-
tic tool was being identified! Sleep research was becoming 
sleep medicine. 

THE NARCOLEPSY CLINIC: A FALSE START
In January 1963, after leaving Mount Sinai and moving to 
Stanford University, Dement was eager to test the hypothesis 
of an association between cataplexy and SOREMPs. How-
ever, not a single narcoleptic patient was located in the San 
Francisco Bay area. In desperation, the investigators placed a 
brief “want ad,” requesting such subjects, in a daily newspaper, 
the San Francisco Chronicle. More than 100 people responded; 
approximately 50 of these patients had bona fide narcolepsy 
and were afflicted with both sleepiness and cataplexy.

The response to the ad was a noteworthy event in the 
development of sleep disorders medicine. With one or two 
exceptions, none of the patients with narcolepsy had ever been 
correctly diagnosed. Responsibility for their clinical manage-
ment had to be assumed to facilitate their participation in the 
research. The late Dr. Stephen Mitchell, who had completed 
his neurology training and was entering a psychiatry residency 
at Stanford University, joined Dement in creating a narcolepsy 
clinic in 1964, and soon they were managing well over 100 
patients. This program constituted a precursor to the typical 
sleep disorders clinic, because at least one daytime polygraphic 
sleep recording was performed in all patients to establish the 
presence of SOREMPs. Unfortunately, insurance companies 
declared that sleep recordings in narcoleptic patients were 
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experimental, forcing the closure of the clinic because of insuf-
ficient funds. 

EUROPEAN INTEREST
In a 1963 symposium held in Paris, organized by Professor 
H. Fischgold, the proceedings were published as La Sommeil
de Nuit Normal et Pathologique in 1965.44 The primary clinical
emphasis in this symposium was the documentation of sleep- 
related epileptic seizures and analyses of a number of related
studies on sleepwalking and night terrors. Investigators from
France, Italy, Belgium, Germany, and the Netherlands took
part. The important role of European sleep scientists in the
establishment of clinical sleep medicine is discussed later in
this chapter.

BENZODIAZEPINES AND HYPNOTIC 
EFFICACY STUDIES
Parallel to the discoveries being made in narcolepsy, a renewed 
interest in the pharmacologic treatment of insomnia was 
emerging. Benzodiazepines were introduced in 1960 with the 
marketing of chlordiazepoxide (Librium). This was quickly 
followed by diazepam (Valium) and the first benzodiazepine 
introduced specifically as a hypnotic, flurazepam (Dalmane). 
The first use of the sleep laboratory to evaluate sleeping pills 
may have been in the 1965 study by Oswald and Priest.45 An 
important series of studies establishing the role of the sleep 
laboratory in the evaluation of hypnotic efficacy was carried 
out by Anthony Kales and colleagues at the University of Cal-
ifornia Los Angeles.46 This group also carried out pioneering 
studies of patients with hypothyroidism, asthma, Parkinson 
disease, and somnambulism.47- 50 

THE DISCOVERY OF SLEEP APNEA
The original description of sleep apnea often is attributed to 
independent publications by Gastaut, Tassinari, and Duron 
in France and by Jung and Kuhlo in Germany.51,52 Both of 
these groups reported their findings in 1965. Earlier work 
in this area deserves mention (Christian Guilleminault, per-
sonal communication, 2014). In a report published in Ger-
man, a group from Heidelberg University Hospital in 1960 
described a patient who had come to the hospital for inves-
tigation of recurring morning headaches and was observed to 
have respiratory pauses during sleep, with recovery breathing 
associated with a loud snore. A polygraphic recording dur-
ing a nap was included in the publication.53 Drachman and 
Gumnit described evaluation of an obese woman using elec-
troencephalography and blood gas analysis, which identified 
repetitive stoppage of air exchange despite persistence of 
thoracoabdominal movements. The patient was placed on a 
strict diet and after a significant weight loss saw her sleepi-
ness disappear.54 No further publications in the area of sleep 
from this group are available, so it appears their work was not 
appreciated at the time. Peretz Lavie has detailed the histori-
cal contributions made by scientists and clinicians around the 
world in helping to describe and elucidate this disorder.21

These important findings were widely ignored in the 
United States (Video 1.2). The well- known and frequently 
cited study by Burwell and colleagues—although impressive 
in a literary sense in its evoking of the somnolent boy Joe from 

The Pickwick Papers—erred badly in evaluating their somno-
lent obese patients only during waking and in attributing the 
cause of the somnolence to hypercapnia.55 The popularity of 
this paper further reduced the likelihood of discovery of sleep 
apnea by the pulmonary community. The term pickwickian was 
an instant success as a neologism, and its colorful connota-
tions may have played a role in stimulating interest in this syn-
drome by the European neurologists who also were interested 
in sleep.

A small group of French neurologists were in the vanguard 
of clinical sleep research. Among these was Christian Guil-
leminault, who was instrumental in later establishing the spe-
cialty of clinical sleep medicine at Stanford and throughout 
the world. Guilleminault also was the first to describe obstruc-
tive sleep apnea as a clinical syndrome.56,57

One of the collaborators in the French discovery of sleep 
apnea, C. Alberto Tassinari, joined the Italian neurologist 
Elio Lugaresi in Bologna in 1970. These clinical investi-
gators, along with Giorgio Coccagna and a host of others, 
including Guilleminault, over the years performed a crucial 
series of clinical sleep investigations and, indeed, provided a 
complete description of the sleep apnea syndrome, includ-
ing the first observations of the occurrence of sleep apnea in 
nonobese patients, an account of the cardiovascular corre-
lates, and a clear identification of the importance of snoring 
and hypersomnolence as diagnostic indicators. These studies 
are recounted in Lugaresi’s book, Hypersomnia with Periodic 
Apneas, published in 1978.58 

ITALIAN SYMPOSIA
In 1967 Henri Gastaut and Elio Lugaresi (Figure 1.4) orga-
nized a symposium, the proceedings of which were published 
as The Abnormalities of Sleep in Man, that encompassed issues 
across a full range of pathologic sleep in humans.59 This meet-
ing took place in Bologna, Italy, and the papers presented cov-
ered many of what are now major topics in the sleep medicine 
field: insomnia, sleep apnea, narcolepsy, and periodic leg move-
ments during sleep. It was an epic meeting from the standpoint 
of the clinical investigation of sleep; the only major issues not 
represented were clear concepts of clinical practice models and 
hard data on the high population prevalence of sleep disorders. 
However, the event that may have finally triggered a serious 

Figure 1.4 Elio Lugaresi, Professor of Neurology, University of Bologna, at 
the 1972 Rimini symposium.
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international interest in sleep apnea syndromes was a sym-
posium organized by Lugaresi in 1972, which took place in 
Rimini, a small resort on the Adriatic coast.54 

BIRTH PANGS
Despite all the clinical research, the concept of all- night sleep 
recordings as a clinical diagnostic test did not emerge for years 
for several reasons: financial and insurance issues; lack of out-
patient facilities; reluctance of nonhospital clinical profession-
als to work at night; and lack of medical professionals with 
knowledge about sleep.

Even narcolepsy, which by the early 1970s, was fully char-
acterized as an interesting and disabling clinical syndrome 
requiring sleep recordings for diagnosis, was not recognized 
in the larger medical community and was thought to have too 
low a prevalence to warrant creating a medical subspecialty. 
A study carried out in 1972 documented a mean of 15 years 
from onset of the characteristic symptoms of excessive day-
time sleepiness and cataplexy to diagnosis and treatment by 
a clinician. The study also showed that a mean of 5.5 differ-
ent physicians were consulted without benefit throughout that 
long interval.60 

EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF STANFORD SLEEP 
MEDICINE CLINICAL PRACTICE
Creation of the sleep disorders clinic at Stanford University 
was in many ways a microcosm of how sleep medicine evolved 
throughout the world. Dement arrived at Stanford in 1963 to 
establish a sleep research program. A need for clinical applica-
tion of the knowledge being acquired soon became obvious. 
By 1964 subjects in narcolepsy trials also were managed as 
patients. Patients complaining of insomnia were enrolled in 
hypnotic efficacy research studies. This arrangement brought 
the Stanford group into contact with many patients afflicted 
with insomnia and demolished the notion that a majority of 
such patients had psychiatric problems. Throughout the sec-
ond half of the 1960s, as a part of their research, the Stan-
ford group continued to manage patients with narcolepsy 
and insomnia. As the group’s reputation for expertise grew, 
it began to receive referrals for evaluation from physicians all 
over the United States. Vincent Zarcone, a psychiatrist, joined 
this effort to develop the field of clinical sleep medicine at 
Stanford. In 1970 a sleep clinic was formally established at 
Stanford. Not surprisingly, the fledging clinic immediately 
struggled with reimbursement issues.

When the Stanford clinic was opened in 1970, the cen-
tral role of obstructive sleep apnea as a mechanism of sleep- 
related pathology was not yet appreciated by this group. It 
took an international meeting in Bruges, Belgium, for the 
Stanford group to recognize the importance of this entity. 
At that meeting, Dr. Zarcone was particularly impressed 
with Christian Guilleminault, a neurologist with knowledge 
of sleep apnea who had previously performed sleep research 
at Stanford with Dr. Steve Hendrickson. As a result of the 
Bruges meeting, Guilleminault was recruited to strengthen 
the clinical sleep medicine program at Stanford. The synergy 
of these three physicians, Dement, Guilleminault, and Zar-
cone, set in motion the creation of the first successful sleep 
medicine clinic, which served as a model for the rest of the 
world.

Starting in 1972, these respiratory and cardiac sensors 
became a routine part of the all- night diagnostic test. This test 
was given the permanent name of polysomnography in 1974 by 
Dr. Jerome Holland, a member of the Stanford group. Pub-
licity about narcolepsy and excessive sleepiness resulted in a 
small flow of referrals to the Stanford sleep clinic, usually with 
the presumptive diagnosis of narcolepsy. During the first few 
years, the goal for the Stanford practice was to see at least four 
new patients per week.

Toward the end of 1972, the basic concepts and formats of 
sleep disorders medicine were sculpted to the extent that it was 
possible to offer a daylong course through Stanford Univer-
sity’s Division of Postgraduate Medicine. In this course, titled 
Sleep Disorders: A New Clinical Discipline, the topics covered 
were normal sleep architecture; the diagnosis and treatment 
of insomnia, with drug- dependent insomnia, pseudoinsomnia, 
central sleep apnea, and periodic leg movement as diagnostic 
entities; and the diagnosis and treatment of excessive daytime 
sleepiness or hypersomnia, with narcolepsy, NREM narcolepsy, 
and obstructive sleep apnea as diagnostic entities (Figure 1.5).

The cardiovascular complications of severe sleep apnea 
were alarming and often completely disabling. Unfortunately, 
the treatment options at this time were limited to often inef-
fective attempts to lose weight and chronic tracheostomy. 
The dramatic results of chronic tracheostomy in ameliorating 
the symptoms and complications of obstructive sleep apnea 
had been reported by Lugaresi and colleagues in 1970.61 
The notion of using such a treatment, however, was strongly 
resisted at the time by the medical community. One of the first 
patients referred to the Stanford sleep clinic for investigation 
of this severe somnolence and hypertension and who eventu-
ally had a tracheostomy was a 10- year- old boy. From the very 

Figure 1.5 First Stanford meeting for the new clinical discipline of sleep 
medicine.
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beginning of the development of clinical sleep medicine, chil-
dren and adults were treated together. The recognition of poly-
somnography in California as a reimbursable diagnostic test 
in 1974 opened the doors for the practice of sleep medicine 
throughout the nation. In retrospect, it seems clear that the 
educational effort exerted and resulting policy decisions have 
undoubtedly saved countless lives and improved the health 
and well- being of millions of people worldwide. 

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF EXCESSIVE 
DAYTIME SLEEPINESS
Christian Guilleminault, in a series of studies, had clearly 
shown that excessive daytime sleepiness was a major clinical 
complaint in several sleep disorders, as well as a pathologic 
phenomenon unto itself.62 It was recognized, however, that 
methods to quantify this symptom and the underlying con-
dition were not adequate to quantify the treatment outcome. 
The subjective Stanford Sleepiness Scale, developed by Hod-
des and colleagues, did not give reliable results.63 With the 
creation of sleep medicine clinics, a new problem emerged: 
how to objectively quantitate sleepiness.

An early attempt to develop an objective measure of sleepi-
ness was that of Yoss and colleagues, who observed pupil diam-
eter directly by video monitoring and described changes in 
sleep deprivation and narcolepsy.64 Subsequently designated 
pupillometry, this technique has not been widely accepted. 
Dr. Mary Carskadon, while at Stanford, deserves most of the 
credit for the development of the latter- day standard approach 
to the measurement of sleepiness, called the Multiple Sleep 

Latency Test (MSLT).65 She noted that subjective ratings 
of sleepiness made before a sleep recording frequently pre-
dicted the sleep latency. In the spring of 1976 she undertook 
to establish sleep latency as an objective measurement of the 
state of “sleepiness- alertness” by measuring sleep tendency 
before, during, and after 2 days of total sleep deprivation.66 
The protocol designed for this study has become the standard 
protocol for the MSLT. The choices of a 20- minute duration 
of a single test and a 2- hour interval between tests were essen-
tially arbitrary and dictated by the practical demands of that 
study. This test was then formally applied to the clinical evalu-
ation of sleepiness in patients with narcolepsy and, later, in 
patients with OSA.67,68

Carskadon, along with Sharon Keenan and other col-
leagues, then undertook a monumental study of sleepiness 
in children by following them longitudinally across the sec-
ond decade of life, which is also the decade of highest risk 
for the development of narcolepsy. Using the new MSLT 
measure, these investigators found that 10- year- old children 
were completely alert in the daytime, but by the time the sub-
jects reached sexual maturity, they were no longer fully alert, 
even though they obtained almost the same amount of sleep 
at night as they did during the study period. Results of this 
remarkable decade of work and other studies are summarized 
in an important review.69 In an effort spearheaded by Dr. 
Rafael Pelayo, Stanford University acknowledged the impor-
tance of this historic work by installing a permanent plaque in 
2012 at the dormitory that housed this research (Figure 1.6).

Early MSLT research established the following important 
advances in thinking:

Figure 1.6 Plaque describing Summer Sleep Camp and development of the Multiple Sleep Latency Test.
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 1.  Daytime sleepiness and nighttime sleep are components of
an interactive continuum, and the adequacy of nighttime
sleep absolutely cannot be understood without a comple-
mentary measurement of the level of daytime sleepiness or
its antonym, alertness.

 2.  Excessive sleepiness, also known as impaired alertness, was
sleep medicine’s most important symptom.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF SLEEP MEDICINE
As the decade of the 1970s drew to a close, the consolidation 
and formalization of the practice of sleep disorders medicine 
were largely completed. What is now the American Academy 
of Sleep Medicine was formed and provided a home for pro-
fessionals interested in sleep and, particularly, in the diagnosis 
and treatment of sleep disorders. This body, the Association 
of Sleep Disorders Centers (ASDC), began with five mem-
bers in 1975. The organization then was responsible for the 
initiation of the scientific journal Sleep. It fostered the setting 
of standards through center accreditation and an examination 
for practitioners by which they were designated “Accredited 
Clinical Polysomnographers.”

Dr. Christian Guilleminault served as the first editor of the 
journal Sleep and remained editor in chief until 1997 (Figure 

1.7). He was also the most prolific contributor to the first edi-
tions of this textbook. He embodied the way clinical sleep 
medicine is practiced throughout the world. He passed away 
in 2019. Dr. William Dement described the importance of Dr. 
Guilleminault to the sleep field as follows:

Christian Guilleminault changed the world. When he joined 
the Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic with his incredible energy 
and intellect, he truly put Sleep Disorders Medicine on the 
map. He was among the first to recognize obstructive sleep 
apnea and to describe central sleep apnea. He designed pro-
tocols for their diagnoses and treatment. I feel extremely 
fortunate to have had Christian as a colleague and friend. 
Our collaboration was invaluable to me, both professionally 
and personally. He tried unsuccessfully to teach me to speak 
French—that was my fault, not his. He was a beloved sup-
portive mentor to hundreds of new fellows, a founding edi-
tor of the journal Sleep, and a dedicated clinician who really 
preferred to score all the records himself. Finally, Christian did 
more to put Sleep Disorders Medicine on the world stage than 
anyone else. I feel extremely fortunate that he joined me at 
Stanford. I will cherish his memory, as should tens of thou-
sands of sleep disorders patients.

The first international symposium on narcolepsy took place 
in the French Languedoc in the summer of 1975, immediately 

Figure 1.7 Christian Guilleminault’s personal copy of first issue of Sleep.
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after the Second International Congress of the Association 
for the Physiological Study of Sleep (APSS) in Edinburgh. 
The APSS meeting, in addition to being scientifically pro-
ductive, was of landmark significance because it produced the 
first consensus definition of a specific sleep disorder, drafted, 
revised, and unanimously endorsed by 65 narcolepsy experts 
of international reputation.70 The first sleep disorders patient 
volunteer organization, the American Narcolepsy Association, 
also was formed in 1975. The ASDC/APSS Diagnostic Clas-
sification of Sleep and Arousal Disorders was published in fall 
1979 after 3 years of extraordinary effort by a small group of 
dedicated persons who made up the “nosology” committee 
chaired by Dr. Howard Roffwarg.71 This early nosology was 
the precursor to the subsequent versions of the International 
Classification of Sleep Disorders.

Before the 1980s the only effective treatment for severe 
OSA was chronic tracheostomy. This highly effective but 
personally undesirable approach was replaced by two new 
procedures—one surgical, the other mechanical.72,73 The 
first was uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP), which at the 
time was considered an advance, eventually fell into disfavor 
because it was both painful and often ineffective. However, 
UPPP did pave the way for more sophisticated and effective 
surgical options. The second was the widely used and highly 
effective continuous positive nasal airway pressure (CPAP) 
technique introduced by the Australian pulmonologist Colin 
Sullivan (Video 1.3). The first CPAP machines were very loud 
and uncomfortable. Fortunately, as the technology improved, 
CPAP devices entered the medical mainstream. The combina-
tion of the high prevalence of OSA and, at the time, newly 
effective treatments fueled a significant expansion of sleep 
centers and clinicians. The ramifications of this growth are still 
being felt today.

The 1980s were capped by the publication of sleep medi-
cine’s first textbook, the first edition of Principles and Practice 
of Sleep Medicine.74 For many years only one medical jour-
nal devoted to sleep existed; today, several are in publica-
tion, including Sleep, Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Sleep 
Health, Journal of Sleep Research, Sleep and Biological Rhythms, 
Sleep & Breathing, Sleep Medicine, Sleep Medicine Reviews, 
and Sleep Research Online. Articles about sleep are now rou-
tinely published in the major pulmonary, neurology, ear- 
nose- throat (ENT), pediatric, primary care, and psychiatric 
journals.

The 1990s saw an acceleration in the acceptance of sleep 
medicine throughout the world. Nonetheless, adequate sleep 
medicine services are still not readily available everywhere.75,76

In the United States, the National Center on Sleep Disor-
ders Research (NCSDR) was established by statute as part of 
the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute of the National 
Institutes of Health.77 The mandate of the NCSDR is to sup-
port research, promote educational activities, and coordinate 
sleep- related activities throughout various branches of the US 
government. It is perhaps too easy to criticize any government 
body or to decry insufficient research funding, yet the mere 
recognition by the federal government of the importance of 
sleep by establishing the NCSDR is a huge achievement when 
taken in the perspective of how the sleep field began. This gov-
ernment initiative led to the development of large research 
projects dealing with various aspects of sleep disorders and the 
establishment of awards to develop educational materials at all 
levels of training.

The 1990s also saw the establishment of the National Sleep 
Foundation, as well as other organizations for patients. This 
foundation points out to the public the dangers of sleepiness 
and sponsors the annual National Sleep Awareness Week.

As the internet increases exponentially in size, so does the 
availability of sleep knowledge for physicians, patients, and the 
general public. The average person today knows a great deal 
more about sleep and its disorders than the average person did 
at the end of the 1980s. It is perhaps unique to the sleep field 
that the internet, on the one hand, has increased the avail-
ability of information on sleep. On the other hand, it seems 
self- evident that the internet also has accelerated humanity’s 
march toward a sleepless 24- hour society and has increased 
the pressure for sleep deprivation and poor hygiene, in par-
ticular among the young. 

THE 21ST CENTURY AND BEYOND
The historical early development of clinical sleep medicine 
culminated with its acceptance in 2003 by the Accreditation 
Council on Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) as a 
formal training program. The field emerged from its embry-
onic origins to worldwide acceptance in a relatively short 
period of time, owing in no small part to the great public 
need for healthier sleep and alertness. The recognition of 
the importance of sleep as a health and wellness component 
was exemplified by the appointment of sleep researcher Dr. 
Mark Rosekind to the National Transportation Safety Board 
(NTSB) in 2010. For the first time in its history, the NTSB 
had a trained sleep scientist as a board member (Figure 1.8). 
The impact of this recognition is likely to be very far- reaching 
for public safety.

In 2019 California Governor Newsom signed the first law 
to recognize the importance of sleep for adolescents. Without 
any external fundraising, a group of volunteers were able to 
generate support for a bill introduced by state Senator Anthony 
Portantino that delayed the start of public high schools in the 
state to be no earlier than 8:30 a.m. This law is serving as a 

Figure 1.8 Dr. Mark Rosekind is sworn in by Dr. William Dement as the first 
sleep scientist at the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). Drs. Mary 
Carskadon and Deborah Babcock look on. In 2015 Dr. Rosekind was appointed 
administrator to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. (With per-
mission from Dr. Rosekind and the NTSB.)
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model for other states to follow and highlights how far public 
awareness of sleep has advanced. Dr. William Dement, who  
played such a vital role in the field, died in 2020.

A new reality is facing the sleep field, which will likely inevi-
tably change the future direction of our field. In 2020 the field 
of sleep medicine faced perhaps its greatest existential crisis 
with the outbreak of the worldwide COVID- 19 viral pan-
demic. At the time of this writing, the COVID- 19 pandemic 
was wreaking havoc. It forced us to accelerate the use of home 
sleep testing (HST) and autotitration positive airway pressure 
(PAP) devices and the adoption of telemedicine services. The 
increased use of telemedicine services extended beyond OSA to 
insomnia and other sleep conditions.

The changes imposed by necessity during the pandemic 
were expected to produce long- lasting impacts on clini-
cal guidelines, practice patterns, and reimbursement poli-
cies. To avoid viral exposure, many sleep laboratories were 
forced to shut down. Smaller sleep labs faced greater finan-
cial pressure as they struggled to provide patient care in a 
safe environment. With the spreading pandemic, the role of 
the polysomnography technologist changed with a greater 
focus on HST. The type of HST utilized was also influ-
enced by the pandemic with a reassessment of equipment 
and work environment cleaning protocols and a greater 
reliance on disposable products. Although innovative, dis-
posable HST also produced concerns regarding increased 
medical waste and cost.

The pandemic forced large, stressed populations to stay 
indoors and work from home, resulting in changed sleep pat-
terns and sleep problems (see chapter 213). Many patients 
who recovered from COVID-19 had chronic sleep complaints 
and fatigue. Because the pandemic coincided with the con-
tinued use of consumer technologies that track various health 
metrics, including sleep, we anticipate that large data sets will 
emerge that will help us understand how the population’s 
sleep health was affected by social distancing and the stressors 
of this unprecedented event.

Perhaps in the end, the lessons learned from the COVID-
 19 pandemic will allow us to do more with less and transform 
our care to rely more heavily on patient history and outcomes 
than in laboratory testing.

Sleep medicine has grown tremendously. To put this in per-
spective, in 1975 the only institutions in the United States offer-
ing clinical sleep studies, other than Stanford, were Montefiore 
Medical Center in New York, Ohio State University, Baylor Col-
lege in Houston, University of Cincinnati Medical Center, and 
the University of Pittsburgh Medical School. Now the American 
Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) membership consists of 
more than 10,000 individuals and accredited member sleep cen-
ters. There are more than 2,600 AASM- accredited sleep centers 
across the United States. As of 2018 close to 6,000 physicians 
are board certified in sleep medicine in the United States. Sleep 
medicine and sleep research are increasingly recognized as impor-
tant throughout the world. The World Sleep Society was founded 
in 2016 by merging the World Sleep Federation and the World 
Association of Sleep Medicine. The society has associated profes-
sional societies throughout the Americas, Europe, Asia, Australia, 
and Africa. The society hosts a large biennial meeting, which in 
2019 hosted attendees from 77 countries. Worldwide there are an 
estimated 80 journals covering the sleep field.

From today’s vantage point, the greatest challenge for the 
future is the cost- effective expansion of sleep medicine to 

provide benefit to the increasing number of patients in society. 
The management of sleep deprivation and its serious conse-
quences in the workplace, particularly in those industries that 
depend on sustained operations, continues to require increased 
attention. Healthy sleep must be a priority for everyone.

The education and training of all health professionals have 
far to go. This situation was highlighted by the report of the 
Institute of Medicine.76 These problems also represent grand 
opportunities for research. Sleep medicine has come into its 
own. It has made concern for health a truly 24- hours- a- day 
enterprise, and it has energized a new effort to reveal the 
secrets of the healthy and unhealthy sleeping brain.

Looking back at the history of sleep medicine forces the 
medical profession, and society as a whole, to look forward 
to the future. The future of sleep research indeed promises to 
be exciting. Finally answering the ancient questions about the 
basic functions of sleep and dreaming may be within the grasp 
of the current generation of young scientists. They would not 
be poised for these future discoveries if not for the early work 
described in this chapter.

Many times during its history, the young sleep medicine field 
seemed to be doomed to fail, yet the huge need to understand 
sleep and its disorders continued to push it forward (Videos 
1.4 and 1.5). Currently, as the field faces new challenges with 
changes in health care and reimbursement policies, it is easy to 
be pessimistic about its future. Yet such challenges constitute 
part of a natural process of change. The forces that have driven 
the field forward are, if anything, expanding. The population is 
growing and getting older. Increasingly, people are expected to be 
alert and productive in a 24- hour society. An increasing role for 
ambulatory sleep testing and telehealth delivery models are being 
incorporated. Wearable devices that measure sleep are becom-
ing increasingly popular, not just for medical application but also 
as part of general health and wellness awareness. Consequently, 
sleep medicine must continue to adapt to these societal changes. 
All practition ers in both sleep medicine and sleep research should 
keep in mind that millions of people have benefited from their 
work and that billions more still need their help.

We have good reason to remain realistically optimistic 
about the future of sleep medicine.

 SUMMARY
Interest in sleep dates to antiquity and has influenced all cul-
tures and religions. Ancient medical texts describe treatments 
for sleep problems such as insomnia. Just over 100 years ago, 
sleep was thought of as a passive state. The use of electroen-
cephalography led to the concept of sleep as an active state. 
The discovery of REM sleep in the 1950s allowed empirical 
challenge to previously held beliefs. The formal study of sleep 

Recent advances in sleep science, sleep medicine, public pol-
icy, and communications will foster an educated public that 
will know a great deal about sleep and its disorders. Clinicians 
should expect that their patients may have already learned 
about their sleep disorders from the information sources that 
are readily available. They also may have received considerable 
misinformation from these same sources. Sleep professionals 
need to know the history of sleep medicine for proper perspec-
tive and useful insights as the field evolves.

CLINICAL PEARL
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disorders using polysomnography progressed in the 1960s. 
Obstructive sleep apnea was described mostly by researchers 
based in Europe at that time. Despite a series of false steps, 
clinical sleep medicine was established at Stanford Univer-
sity in 1970 and shortly thereafter in other institutions. The 
organization of these groups led to the creation of professional 
sleep societies and further worldwide growth and recognition 
of sleep medicine. Sleep medicine was recognized in 2003 by 
the ACGME as a formal training program. The field contin-
ues to evolve. The COVID- 19 viral pandemic has forced the 
sleep field to adapt to a new landscape. As sleep medicine faces 
new challenges, an appreciation of its historical background 
can provide practitioners with insights for shaping the future 
of the discipline.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
1.  The discovery of electrical activity in the brain was first

described in:
A.  Monkeys
B.  Rabbits
C.  Cats
D.  All the above

2.  The reticular activating system was described by:
A.  Moruzzi and Magoun
B.  Kleitman and Dement
C.  Dement and Guilleminault
D.  Kryger and Roth

3.  Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep was discovered and
described by:
A.  Jouvet and Gastault
B.  Kleitman, Aserinsky, and Dement
C.  Von Economo and Guilleminault
D.  Hobson and McCarley

4.  The first sleep clinic was established to treat primarily:
A.  Insomnia
B.  Narcolepsy
C.  Obstructive sleep apnea
D.  Parasomnias

5.  The first scientist to record the electroencephalogram
(EEG) in sleeping humans was:
A.  Magoun in 1948
B.  Kleitman in 1938
C.  Dement in 1952
D.  Berger in 1928

6.  The importance of the ascending reticular activating sys-
tem was shown by:
A.  Moruzzi and Magoun in 1949
B.  Kleitman and Aserinsky in 1953
C.  Dement in 1952
D.  Berger in 1928

7.  REM sleep was first described by:
A.  Moruzzi and Magoun in 1949
B.  Kleitman and Aserinsky in 1953
C.  Dement in 1952
D.  Rechtschaffen and Kales in 1969

8.  Sleep apnea was first described by:
A.  Gastaut, Tasinari, and Duron in France
B.  Jung and Kuhlo in Germany
C.  Sullivan in Australia
D.  Guilleminault in the United States
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ANSWERS
 1.  D. In 1875 Richard Caton demonstrated brain electrical

rhythms in rabbits, cats, and monkeys.

 2.  A. In 1949 Moruzzi and Magoun published Brain Stem
Reticular Formation and Activation of the EEG.

 3.  B. REM sleep was described in a series of publications by
Kleitman, Aserinsky, and Dement while at the University
of Chicago.

 4.  B. The first sleep clinic was established for the treatment
of narcolepsy. This clinic was forced to close but served as a
precursor to the later- established Stanford Sleep Disorders
Clinic.

 5.  D. In 1928 Hans Berger, a German psychiatrist, was the
first to demonstrate differences between these electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) rhythms in subjects who were awake
and those who were asleep.

 6.  A. Moruzzi and Magoun showed that high- frequency
electrical stimulation through electrodes implanted in the
brainstem reticular formation produced EEG activation
and behavioral arousal.

 7.  B. In 1951 Kleitman assigned the task of observing eye
movement to a graduate student in physiology, Eugene
Aserinsky. The resulting experiments culminated in the
first description of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep in
1953.

 8.  A, B. In 1965 Gastaut, Tasinari, and Duron reported their
findings in France, and Jung and Kuhlo reported their find-
ings in Germany.
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